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Communications
specifically to the state and its "withering away,"
as the socialist regime evolves into the communist
one; the American sources he quotes refer at times
to democracy in general or American democracy
or an ideal political system or some combination
of these as well as to the state. Without distinguishing between framework and the rules of
the game within that framework, political scientists will forever continue to say "silly things"
(Lindblom, 1982, p. 20).
Here is one possible way of arriving at a distinction between state and regime.
It appears that for thousands of years human
beings lived in small, kin-related communities.
Sometime around 5,000 B.C.E. relatively large,
heterogeneous, and centrally governed entities
started to emerge, which we tend to label "states"
(Carneiro, 1971; Cohen & Service, 1978; Webster,
1975). These ancient states (or empires) rose and
declined (Eisenstadt, 1963). In the nineteenth century a modern version of the "state" is full grown
in Europe, and in retrospect is seen to have developed there from about the seventeenth century
onward (Tilly, 1975).
Now the state, being a non-kin-related, hence
heterogeneous, political framework or institution,
entails in itself, like all forms of human aggregation, the problem of the more-than-one; the fact
that the state is a territorially defined, centrally
governed framework aggravates that problem.
Nevertheless the determination of whether a state
is a mutual-benefit or a conflict-resolving framework (I refer to Lindblom's query) does not depend or at least not primarily, on the nature of the
state but on our understanding of human sociability, or aspects of human nature relevant to sociability. In order for us to understand the state, we
must first give answers to such questioning as:
What kind of animal is man? social? aggressive?
territorial? Are we by nature cooperative? competitive? Must we be centrally governed? Was
Hobbes right?
Answers to these and similar questions are also
necessary to assess a regime or system (be it democratic, totalitarian, autocratic, egalitarian, or
theocratic) which is (merely?) the method or
mechanism for dealing with or confronting the
problem of human plurality posed by the state
and sociability.

TO THE EDITOR:

Charles Lindblom's presidential address,
"Another State of Mind" (1982) is challenging
and important. Appropriately for the occasion, it
focuses on fundamental issues in the discipline.
The article deserves to be analyzed and debated
for the benefit of the profession.
My chief reservation is that Lindblom uses
interchangeably the terms "state," "political
system," "government," "democratic state,"
"nation-state," and "society." This usage renders his juxtaposition of conventional and radical
theories questionable and does not show the way
toward the revision of conventional thought that
he explicitly advocates. Briefly, although Lindblom is correct in saying that some fruits are
rotten, he mixes oranges and apples, compares
oranges with apples, and merely recommends to
us that we grow healthy fruits without saying how
it could be done.
A general problem with conventional political
science may be that neither Lindblom nor the conventional American political scientists he criticizes
specify the object whose nature they interpret differently. I wonder if Key, Deutsch, Easton, and
Hess were disturbed by the fact that Lindblom
criticized them for a "complacent view of the
liberal democratic political process, government,
and state" by quoting these scholars' writings on
"public policy," "politics," and "political community," respectively (1982, p. 9)? If one permits
oneself to use these terms interchangeably without
demonstrating that indeed they are synonymous,
what hope can there be for political science?
This problem cannot be brushed off as merely
semantic. Both Lindblom and conventional
American political scientists often mean state
when they speak of regime or society, and vice
versa. For example, Lindblom writes: "According
to views common in theoretical circles of the profession ... the political system called democratic
in the West is best understood as a distinctive kind
of mutual benefit society" (1982, p. 10, emphasis
added). In the next paragraph Lindblom counters: "Conflict abounds, however, in this view of
the democratic state, running in all directions.
The state is also seen as a conflict-resolving system
-a theme so common as hardly to require documentation. The theme can be traced back to
Hobbes and earlier; and among contemporary
voices that sound it is Dahl's in the opening pages
of his Democracy in the United States" (ibid.,
emphasis added). Hobbes on the "democratic
state in the West?" Much radical thought, which
Lindblom does not consider superior, refers

'An excellent collection of relevant articles is Pennock
and Chapman (1977) and of course Lasswell (1965,
1977); probably also Marcuse (1955) should be rediscovered as directly relevant. A more specialized set of
works may be found in Sommit (1976).
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Whether education is socialization or indoctrination, a question Lindblom explores in his article (1982, pp. 17-20), it must include a study of
the (modern) state. If the emergence of the
modern state is viewed, as in conventional political science, to parallel, as it were, the evolution of
man and culture, then the education of children
may well come to be seen as socialization, "as a
lifelong process . . . in which citizens 'mature' "
(Lindblom, 1982, p. 17). If, on the other hand,
the modern state is viewed as an institution that
has far outstripped human evolution and "fundamental patterns of culture" (Lasswell, 1965, p.
159)-as Freud and Marcuse, among others, have
argued-then education may more accurately be
called indoctrination.
"American thought is a decade or two behind"
European political theory (Lindblom, 1982, p. 9)
at least in part because radical theories are perceived as threatening alternatives. This threat entrenches the American scholar behind what Lindblom calls the four lines of defense (1982, p. 13
ff.). Elsewhere I have tried to show that a novel
"American" perspective need not be a Marxist
one (Ronen, 1979).
Cato the Elder in the Roman Senate centuries
ago ended every speech with a sentence that reflected, in his view, the main problem of Rome:
"Carthage must be destroyed." We may follow
his example here by ending with a sentence that
reflects, in my view, one of the main problems of
American political sciences: "The confusion between state and regime must be eliminated."
Dov RONEN

Tilly, C. (Ed.). The formation of national states in
WesternEurope. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1975.
Webster, D. Warfare and the evolution of the state: a
American Antiquity,
reconsideration.
1965,
464-470.

Commenton Beck
(Vol. 76, March 1982, pp. 83,93)
TOTHEEDITOR:
In a recentarticlein the ReviewNathanielBeck
re-examinesthe findingsin Hibbs (1977)and concludes, among other things, that "the impact of
political party on the unemploymentrate in the
over eight
postwar United States is about 1IWo
years;this is somewhatless than half of Hibbs's
estimate" (Beck, 1982, p. 91), and also that
'party has between one-third and one-half the
impacton unemploymentclaimedby Hibbs" (p.
83). I write to point out that nearlyeveryregression result reportedin Beck's article is misinterpreted,and consequently,"the impactof political
party"is understatedby factorsrangingfrom 4.5
to 8.5. In some cases Beck's equationsactually
imply a larger party impact on unemployment
than I claimedin my 1977article.
The problems arise because Professor Beck
seems to believe that in differenceequationsof
the generalform

Yt=C

7i Pi YtjY+

Z
k

bkXkt,

Harvard University
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the effectsof the Xk on Yaftern periodsarefunctions only of the coefficients bk, which ignores
laggedfeedbackeffects via the Ytj that constitute
the fundamentalpropertyof dynamicmodels.For
example, in Table 2, model (4) (p. 89), he gives
estimatesfor the model (1948-1980,quarterly):
Ut - C + PIULX + P2 Ut-2 + bDemt-1, (1A)
where U is the unemploymentrate, Dem is a binaryvariableequal to 1 duringDemocraticpresidenciesand zero otherwise,'and the estimatesare
C = 0.68, PI = 1.35, P2 = -0.47, and b = -0.13.

Beck concludes from these estimatesthat party
has an "impactof approximately0.1 percenton
These remarks are taken from a longer essay calling
attention to additional problems, which is available to
readers by request.
'Defining Dem in this way and lagging it one period in
equation (1A) is identical to Beck's set-up. The same is
true for the Trend terms introduced ahead.
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unemployment" (p. 89), which is off by a factor
greater than 8.
This is demonstrated easily by noticing that
equation (1A) may be expressed:
Ut(1 -P1L -P2L2)=C+bDemti1,or

t-1

+b I (P1+P2L)iDemt-1.i
io0

+ (P1 +P2L)t (C/El

-

(P1 +P2)J

+ b 2; (Pi + P2L)1 DemO_j1-i},

t> 1,

(I1C)

i=0

Ut = C/(1 - P1L - P2L2)

where I have made use of the fact that for any
constant, C,

- P1L - P2L2), or

+ b Demti/(1
00

2; (P1 +P2L)LWC 2 (P1 +P2L)'.

Ut=C I (Pi +P2L)Li
i=o
00

+ b I (Pi + P2L)i L Demt-

(I1B)

i=o

where L is the lag operator, LiXt = Xti 2
Since the estimated equation is stable [that is,
P1+P2 < 1, P2-P1 < 1, and-1 < P2 < 11, it is
apparent from the second line of equation (1 B)
that the impact on U of Dem held at +1
indefinitely that is implied by Beck's estimates
- 1.35 + 0.47) = -1.08 peris -0.13/1(1
centage points.
The impact of Dem on U after n (finite)
periods may be assessed by noticing that
equation (1B) [which, again, is model (4) of
Table 2 in Beck's article] also may be written
1 as
with finite lags for t
t-1

0

1=0
t-1

1=t

+b I (Pi +P2L)iDemt-_ig
1=0
00

+ b I (Pi + P2L)i Demt- 1 i
i=t

-

(P1 +P2L)J

+ C(P1 + P2L)t[ 1 - (P1 + P2L)J
t- 1

+ b I (Pi +P2L)'Demt-1-g
i=0

+b(Pl+P2L)t
Ut = C11

I (P1+P2LYiDemOj.i

1=0

- (P1 + P2)tl /[1 - (P1 + P2)

2Theresultin line (3) of equation(1B) follows from

P2L +

. . .

long division.

L - P2L

-. .. -

-

(P1 + P2)tl /[1 - (P1 + P2)

t-1
+ b I (Pi + P2L)i Demt- 1-i
i=0

+ (Pi + P2L)t UO,t > 1.

(I D)

For large t the constant expression converges
and the last term in (ID)
to C/(1-P1-P2)
vanishes, so the dynamic impact of Dem on U
in Beck's model (4), Table 2 may be determined by evaluating
t- 1

b I

(Pi +P2L)iDemt

liq,

PkLkyI =

for Dem
held at +1:
which
yields
141 + P1 + (P2+P2) + (P1(P2+P ) + P1P2) +
Alternatively, the dynamic behavior Beck
is interested in may be determined by simulating equation (1A) directly with arbitrary
initial conditions, that is, by calculating the
equation repeatedly for Dem held at +1 for 32
quarters and then at zero for 32 quarters3 to
generate the time path of Ut. Figure 1 graphs
the results of this exercise for cycles of 32
quarters of Democratic party control followed
by 32 quarters of the Republican party control
sustained long enough for transient initial conditions to have dissipated completely. Therefore, the results demonstrate the interparty
unemployment rate difference implied by
model (4) in Table 2 of Beck's article for
eight-year party regimes. (The autoregressive
error structure in Beck's equation has no
impact on these results.) Although the roots of
this model are complex (given P1 = 1.35 and P2
=
0.47, p2 + 4P2 < 0), the unemployment
time path is quite smooth, as Figure 1 shows.
The 32-period equilibrium interparty difference

oo
z

(P1 +
i=O
+ PkLk-l)iLi, which may be verified by

PI
the fact that (1-

Ut =C[1

h=O

Ut = C .1 (P1 + P2L)i Li + C I (P1 + P2 L)i Li

Ut = C[1 - (P1 + P2L)t] /[1

The expression in braces " ( )" gives the initial
conditions for U, so equation (IC) becomes

3Beck mentions evaluating his equations for 32
months, but obviously meant quarters (p. 89).
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illustrated by the simulation is approximately
(4.58 - 5.66) = -1.08 percentage pointsessentially identical to the long-run, steady
state difference derived--earlierthat was implied
by Beck's parameter estimates. According to
this model, then, the typical impact of the
Democrats on unemployment during the period
from 1948 to 1980 is (for a 32-quarter regime)
more than 8 times larger than the -0.13 effect
= 8.3] .
Beck claimed [ (-1.08/-0.13)
As a second illustration of Beck's failure to
grasp the dynamic properties of his regression
equations, consider model (7) of Table 2 (p.
89), namely:
Ut= C+P1Ut-1 +P2Ut-2 + bDemt-I
+ b2DemTrendtj

+

(2A)

b3RepTrendti1,

where U and Dem are as defined earlier, the
Dem Trend and RepTrend terms are 1, 2, 3, . . .
during Democratic and Republican presidential
administrations, respectively, and the estimates
are C = 0.81, P1 = 1.50, P2 = -0.70, b, = 0.56,
b2 = -0.02,
and b3 = 0.02. Here Beck
concludes that the results imply "a 075%
percent [percentage point] difference in unemployment rate between Republicans and
Democrats after 32 months [quarters] " (p. 89).

it is unclear to me now tsecK arrive
at tims
conclusion, but in any event it is incorrect.4
Using the methods developed above, equation (2A) may be written

Ut = C[1 - (P1 + P2)t] /[1 - (P1 +P2)]
t- 1
+ I (Pi + P2L)i (bDemt1-i
1=0
+ b2DemTrendt-

-i + b3RepTrendt-1-i)

+ (PI +P2L) t UO, t > 1,

(2B)

and the interparty difference may be determined
by contrasting the second term of the equation for
32-period Democratic and Republican regimes.
However, since the exogenous, driving variables
of this difference equation include trend terms as
well as the impulse-binary intervention (Dem), the
most convenient way to evaluate the solution is
via simulation. Again, taking Beck's estimates

'Beck appears to have made a calculation something
like [ + 0.02 x 321 -[0.56- (0.02 x 32)1, but this yields
a Republican-Democratic difference of 0.72, not 0.75.
In any case his interpretation of his model is erroneous,
as shown in the main text.
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and simulatingthe model repeatedlyfor cyclesof
32 quartersof Democraticadministrationsfollowed by 32 quartersof the Republicansyields
(after arbitraryinitial conditions are dissipated)
the results graphedin Figure 2. The difference
between the endpoint of the last 32-quarter
(8-year)Democraticregimeand the endpoint of
the subsequent32-quarterRepublicanregime is
approximately-3.4 percentagepoints 13.7 - 7.11,
an interpartydifference4.5 timesgreaterthan the
quantity Beck arrives at by misinterpretinghis
model 1-3.4/-0.75 = 4.51. Ironically,this interparty difference is substantiallylarger than the
correspondingestimate I reportedin my article
(Hibbs, 1977).1The remaininginferences Beck
drawsfrom Tables2, 3, and 4 of his articlesuffer
from similar misunderstandingof the dynamic

Incidentally, the interparty difference I reported
(Hibbs, 1977, p. 1486) is a bit too high. Had I simulated
(recursively generated) my model long enough to nullify
completely transitory initial conditions, the interparty
difference after 32 quarters under each party would
have been on the order of ? 1.04 (i.e., a 2.08 percentage
point difference) rather than the ? 1.18 (2.36 point difference) indicated.

so

60

70
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Table 2)

propertiesof his differenceequations.
Concerningthe second major point in Professor Beck's article, "that there is a significant
difference in imintra-partyinteradministration
pact on unemployment,i.e., that administration
containssignificantlymoreinformationaboutunemploymentthan does party," or "administration seems to be a betterpredictorof unemployment than is party" (p. 91), I am agnostic. His
models including administration-specificintercepts and trends indeed yield (unbiased)sample
errorvariancesthat are smallerby 0.01 to 0.014
and correctedR2s that arelargerby 0.005 to 0.008
than his models including party interceptsand
party trends. Readersmay judge for themselves
the importanceof thesedifferences.Of coursethe
main difficulty with administration-specific
models is that they cannot generatetrue predictions; the (idiosyncratic)behavior of particular
presidentialadministrationsis observableonly ex
post. However,to the degreethat we can identify
an enduringpartyimpacton macroeconomicpolicies and outcomes,ex ante forecastscan be made.
No doubt the postwarmacroeconomicpolicyand
outcomeexperience,insofaras it reflectspolitical
influences, was conditionedby both systematic
partisan forces as well as by idiosyncratic,
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administration-specificbehavior. The problem
for positivepoliticalscienceis that thereis no way
to distinguish(in econometricjargon, to identify)
the two in data.
Naturally,partisaneffectsshinethroughBeck's
estimates of administration-specificmodels. (If
they did not, Beck's party models in Table 2
would have produced null results.) Take the
resultsBeck displaysin Table4, model (3), which
arebasedon the administrationmodelhe seemsto
favor. Although, as I pointed out earlier,every
entry in Table 4 for "estimatedeight-yearimpacts" is miscalculated,the magnitudesshould
preservethe rank order. NotwithstandingBeck's
remarksabouttheseresults,only Carter'srank(6)
is inconsistentwith what a partisanview would
anticipate: ranks 1, 2, and 3 are occupied by
Democrats;ranks4, 5, and 7 by Republicans.It is
now obviousthat the unemploymentperformance
of the Reagan administration,once it is fully
realized,will not disturbthis pattern.Certainlywe
have nothingherethat someonewho has emphasizedthe usefulnessof takinga party/classlinkage
view of the Americanpolitical economy would
find alarming.
Finally,let me say that althoughI am indifferent to Beck's results indicatingthat replacinga
partisanmeasure(s)with a sequence of administration-specificterms in time-seriesunemployment models adds 0.005 or so to explained(ex
post) variance, I do take issue with his sympatheticviewof the (nihilistic)policyimplicationsof
the new classicalmacroeconomictheory:"policy
makershavelittlesystematiceffect on realmacroeconomic outcomes, such as unemployment,becausethe privatemarketadjustsfully for government policy," or, less strongly, "the American
economic system gives private market actors
much room to adjust to government policy"
(Beck, 1982,p. 92). Theseremarkswerepublished
as we enteredthe most severerecessionsince the
1937-1938contractionduring the Great Depression; subsequenteventshaveprovedsuchviewsto
havelittle or no empiricalrelevance.
UnderChairmanPaul Volcker'sleadershipand
withthe Reaganadministration'sencouragement,
the FederalReservehas pursueda trulyDraconian
monetarypolicy.As a result,realincomeand output have declined sharply, and as I edit these
remarks(January1983),unemploymentstandsat
close to 11%, the highest rate since 1941. Estimated conservatively,the aggregatecosts of excessiveunemploymenthave been on the orderof
450 billion 1982 dollars of lost output during
Reagan'sfirst two years, which amounts to approximately$5,350 per household. Apparently,
marketactors,thoughstrangulatingfrom soaring
realinterestrates(and apparentlyalso immuneto
the logic of the new supply-sideeconomics),did

not understandthat they "rationally"were expectedto adjustfully to thesegovernmentpolicies
by varyingpricesbut not outputand employment.
DOUGLASHIBBS

HarvardUniversity
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ON BOOK REVIEWS

TOTHE EDITOR:
Contrary to what is suggested in my review of
Biblical Games by Steven Brams (American
Political Science Review, 1982, 76, 725-726), Professor Brains used the Hebrew Bible (none
apocryphal) version of the story of Esther. Also,
"dominant strategy" is defined on page 20 of the
book, and there is a game without a dominant
strategy for both players on page 110. I was not
able to report at the time of writing that the book
is available as an MIT Press paperback for $5.95.
JEFFREY
A. HART
Harvard University

TO THE EDITOR:

Perhaps a brief response will be permitted on
one issue in Robert Booth Fowler's openminded
and sympathetic review of my Strategies of Politi-,
cal Emancipation (American Political Science
Review, 1982, 76, 465457): "Equally puzzling is
Bay's relentless attack on the United States as the
fulcrum of evil with little attention to the limitations of other cultures and experiences in contemporary nationhood."
First, for the record. Without telling me, the
publishers had deleted my subtitle: An Analysis of
the Nature of Oppression in Liberal-Corporate
Society. Had I known in advance, I would have
wanted to make this focus of my inquiry explicit
in the Introduction.
Second, on the issue of "anti-Americanism."
The late Norwegian socialist writer Sigurd
Evensmo once answered this charge well: It makes
as little sense to be anti-American as it would to be
anti the Tennessee River. But, he continued, it
makes good sense to be in favor of projects like
the Tennessee Valley Authority, which tamed the
destructive powers of a mighty river. On similar
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grounds he saw the need for a sustained international struggle to expose and resist the destructive uses of the vast military and economic powers
of this country, or of those who rule it-powers
that have given us not only Vietnam and Pinochet
and El Salvador but also an arms race that
threatens the human race with extinction.
CHRISTIANBAY
University of Toronto

Errata
For the communicationentitled"Commenton
Beck and Alford" (1982, 76, pp. 876-877),every
mentionof Beck should be readLewis-Beck.
Owing. to a typographical error, the last
paragraph on p. 113, column 1, of "The
Minimal Contributing Set as a Solution to
Public Goods Problems" by Alphons J. C. van
de Kragt, John M. Orbell, and Robyn Dawes
(March, 1983) was incorrect. It should have
read:
In experiments concerned with public good
provision, we observed subjects-given the opportunity for discussion-organizingthemselves
in a mannerthat invariablyproducedthe public
good in question, and that did so in an optimal
manner without underprovisionand with only
little overprovision.
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